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Vortex waves with orbital angular momentum (OAM) are a highly active research topic in various fields. In this paper, we
design and investigate cylindrical metagratings (CMs) with an even number of unit cells that can efficiently achieve vortex
localization and specific OAM selective conversion. The multifunctional manipulation of vortex waves and the new OAM
conservation law have further been confirmed through analytical calculations and numerical simulations. In addition,
we qualitatively and quantitatively determine the OAM range for vortex localization and the OAM value of vortex selective
conversion and also explore the stability for performance and potential applications of the designed structure. This work
holds potential applications in particle manipulation and optical communication.
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1. Introduction

The vortex is one of the most evident manifestations of orbital
angular momentum (OAM) in nature, which is characterized by
a helical phase-front and a ring-shaped intensity distribu-
tion[1,2]. In 1989, Coullet et al. introduced the concept of optical
vortices in the framework of the Maxwell–Bloch model[3], and
Allen et al. first demonstrated OAM in vortex beams with non-
paraxial approximation propagating[4]. As our understanding
and discussion of optical vortex deepens[5,6], various applica-
tions have also been gradually developed, including but not lim-
ited to wave manipulation[7,8], superresolution imaging[9–11],
holography[12,13], and quantum information processing[14,15].
In particular, tremendous progress has been made in metama-
terials andmetasurfaces in recent years[16–18], pushing the devel-
opment of OAM-based applications and devices to new heights,
such as OAM efficient generation[19–21], utilizing whispering-
gallery modes to achieve theoretical verification of optical
OAM[22,23], OAM multiplexing and demultiplexing[24], and
the spin-to-OAM conversion[25]. Therefore, OAM induces
revolutionary developments in many research fields.

Although the vortex wave is ubiquitous and its importance is
self-evident, the arbitrary OAM manipulation of the two-
dimensional (2D) vortex wave remains largely unexplored.
Phase-gradient metasurfaces (PGMs) have been repeatedly
demonstrated to enable free manipulation of the propagation
behavior of light waves and sound waves[26,27]. The PGMs com-
posed of periodically arranged m supercells have the powerful
advantages of high efficiency, small volume, thinness, and strong
operability, and it has been proved that they can easily achieve
anomalous transmission and reflection[28,29], asymmetric trans-
mission[30–32], retroreflection[33], photonic spin Hall effect[34,35],
perfect absorption[36], and other anomalous wave phenom-
ena[37,38]. Inspired by the important role of the odd/even unit
cells in the anomalous diffraction phenomenon of planar
PGMs[28,30], it is a feasible and effective approach to achieve spe-
cial manipulation of vortex waves. Many effective proposals
have been previously proposed to achieve the OAM manipula-
tion of optical or acoustic vortex waves, including chiral nano-
structures[39], nonlinearity[40], non-Hermitian systems[41], and
metasurfaces[42–45]. However, the previous reports have been
limited by the low efficiency of vortex conversion and the lack
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of the fundamental OAM conversion rules (such as the fact that
vortex has a large OAM), which hinder the applicability of vor-
tex waves in various scenarios.
In this work, we design a 2D cylindrical metagrating (CM)

with m being even numbers, by analogy with the planar
PGMs, and find that it can achieve vortex localization and spe-
cific OAM selective conversion. Due to the incorporation of
periodic gradient refractive index materials in CMs, the addi-
tional structural topological charge enables the reflected and
transmitted vortex waves to satisfy a new OAM conservation
law. This work is based on the parity-dependent diffraction
law in CMs to achieve the multifunctional control of vortex
waves, and the proposed OAM conservation law is further con-
firmed by the analytical and numerical results. Finally, we quan-
titatively determine the OAM range of vortex localization and
the OAM value of vortex selective conversion and explore sta-
bility performance and potential applications of the designed
structure. For the stability of performance, the effects of wide-
band properties, off-center properties, and variations of the unit
cell m are evaluated. For potential applications, the aspects of
multi-vortex source localization and the selection of vortex
waves with specific OAM are also considered. Notably, although
the scheme was designed in the optical field, the concepts are
expected to be extended to other physical fields, such as acoustic
waves and water waves.

2. Results and Discussions

Figure 1(a) shows the schematic diagram of the multifunctional
CMs. The designed ring-shaped structure is composed of N
periodically repeated fanlike supercells; its inner radius is R0.
The period length and thickness of each supercell are p and
d, respectively. Each supercell is divided equally intom unit cells,
i.e., cell-1, cell-2, : : : , cell-m, and the width of a unit cell is
a = p=m. These unit cells consist of metallic slits with a width
w (gray area), filled with a dielectric medium of different refrac-
tive indices (blue area). To obtain a 2π phase coverage over
each supercell, the phase difference between adjacent unit cells
should be Δϕ = 2π=m, which is achieved by applying the
following index profile, i.e., εj = μj = 1� �j − 1�λ=md, where
j = 1, 2, : : : ,m, and λ is the working wavelength in air. In this

way, the phase gradient of ξ = 2π=p = γk0 is introduced along
azimuthal direction at the outer interface of r = R0 � d,
and the period length is p = 2π=ξ, where k0 = 2π=λ is the
wavenumber in air, and γ is a number. The azimuthal phase gra-
dient introduces additionally extrinsic topological charge,
i.e., q = ξr = N , for efficiently controlling the OAM of the vor-
tex. According to the parity-dependent diffraction law in planar
PGMs[28,30,31], similar diffraction behavior of OAM in CMs can
be obtained by analogy with their planar counterpart[42]. To be
specific, if considering an incident OAM source with lin located
at the center and diffracted by CMs, the OAM of transmission
and refection vortex waves is ruled by

lr=t = lin � σq, �1�

where σ is the diffraction order, and r �t� indicates the reflection
(transmission).
Equation (1) demonstrates the linear relationship between the

reflected and transmitted OAMs and the incident OAM lin,
which are determined by σ and q. Figure 1(b) displays the physi-
cal process of two special vortex effects in CMs with m being
even numbers. To quantitatively determine the range of OAM
for vortex localization, further exploration about the critical
OAM value of vortex localization is still needed. Considering
that the designed structures are formed by rolling up the planar
PGMs end to end, the introduction of curvature makes its dif-
fraction behavior similar to, yet different from planar PGMs. For
the transmission-type planar PGMs, the diffraction behavior of
plane waves is governed by the following equation[28,30]:

k0 sin θi = k0 sin θr=t − σξ, �2�

where θi is the incident angle, and θr=t is the reflection (refrac-
tion) angle. The physical meaning of OAM is the rotational
equivalent of the parallel wave vector kk of the plane wave,
i.e., kkR0 = l. Thus, multiplying both sides of Eq. (2) by R0 yields
the OAM conversion rule, as shown by Eq. (1). In addition,
Eq. (1) indicates a critical incident angle that indicates the dif-
fraction order transition, as does Eq. (2). Based on the diffraction
results in planar PGMs presented in Refs. [27,28,30], the critical
OAM indicating the diffraction order transition from σ = 0 to
jσj = 1 is given by (for more details see Ref. [42])

lcrt = q�γ − 1�=γ � τ�λ, d�, (3)

where q is the topological charge introduced by CMs, and τ�λ, d�
is the correction term introduced after the curvature R0 is con-
sidered. According to the analytical results (details shown in
Supplementary Material), the numerical fitting result is
τ�λ, d� = −�k0d� π�, which is physically interpreted as the
phase compensation brought by vortex wave passing through
CMs with thickness d. In contrast to the previously proposed
metacages[46,47], the outstanding advantages of our approach
are the stable functional performance and the high efficiency
in both transmission and reflection. The different diffraction
orders play a crucial role in the transmission or reflection

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic diagram of designed multifunctional CMs; (b) physics
process of vortex localization and OAM selective conversion for all diffraction
orders, where the solid (dashed) arrow denotes an incident vortex wave
(reflected and transmitted vortex waves).
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phenomena in the CMs. For the OAM of vortex sources below
the critical OAM (where the critical OAM is equal to 0), the inci-
dent vortex wave will couple to the transmission channel of the
σ = 1 order, independent of m. Beyond the critical OAM, the
parity of the propagation number L completely determines
the diffraction behavior of CMs, which is jointly modulated
by the number of unit cells m and the diffraction order σ, sat-
isfying L =m� σ. Specifically, when lin ∈ �−lcrt, lcrt�, the σ = 0
diffraction channel is available and the diffraction wave takes
the reflection channel, resulting in the function of vortex locali-
zation. Otherwise, the σ = −1 diffraction channel is open and it
takes the transmission channel, contributing to the effect of vor-
tex OAM selective conversion. For instance, the incident vortex
wave with jlinj ≈ q=2 for γ = 2 will be accurately picked out and
converted following Eq. (1), which exemplifies the phenomenon
of selective conversion of vortex wave in CMs [shown by the blue
and black arrows in Fig. 1(b)].
To illustrate the theoretical prediction for the multifunctional

manipulation of vortex waves, we perform numerical simula-
tions with COMSOL Multiphysics. The designed structure con-
tains 20 supercells, each of which consists of 4 unit cells with the
phase gradient arranged counterclockwise. In the numerical
simulations, we utilize the H�1�

lin
�·�eilinθ to simulate 2D vortex

fields. H�1�
lin
�·� represents the linth order Hankel function of

the first kind, which represents the vortex wave propagating out-
ward from the center. The obtained numerical results are shown
in Figs. 2(a)–2(d), respectively. For the effect of vortex localiza-
tion, when the vortex wave with lin = 0 or 5 is placed at the struc-
tural center, two different vortices are both perfectly confined

inside the CMs, as shown in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively.
The reflectivity of two cases calculated numerically is 98.2%
and 95.8%, which also demonstrates the perfect localization of
vortex wave in CMs. When the OAMs of the incident vortex
wave are lin = −10 or 10, the transmitted vortex wave with
OAMs of 10 and −10 can be clearly observed outside the
CMs, with transmissivity up to 94.3% and 93.1%, as depicted
in Figs. 2(c) and 2(d), respectively. For the function of OAM
selective conversion, the nature of this anomalous phenomenon
is the reversal of reflected and transmitted diffraction order
caused by multiple reflections in CMs. Specifically, when the
vortex wave is incident with lin = −10, the σ = 1 order is dom-
inant in the transmission to cause a result of lt = 10. When
lin = 10, the effective diffraction order is σ = −1, and the trans-
mitted OAM is −10, which corresponds to the physical process
analyzed in Fig. 1(b). In addition, CMs are not only effective for
the manipulation of a single-vortex source, but also effective for
multivortex sources. If only the selection function of vortex wave
is required without OAM conversion, it can be achieved by plac-
ing additional metagratings of different sizes outside the CMs.
(see Figs. S2 and S3 in Supplementary Material). In fact, these
two different vortex wave manipulations are not limited to
CMs with m = 4, but can be achieved for all cases with the even
number of unit cells. Numerical demonstrations prove that the
CMs withm = 4 can not only perfectly localize vortex waves, but
also selectively convert a vortex wave with a specific OAM.
To further elucidate the working mechanism behind two

multifunctional manipulations, we theoretically and numeri-
cally calculate the reflectivity and transmissivity of CMs with
m = 4 at different diffraction orders with respect to the incident
OAM. As depicted in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b), the analytical and
numerical results are in good agreement, and the different dif-
fraction orders play a crucial role in the transmission or reflec-
tion phenomena in CMs. When the incident OAM is in the
range of −5 to 5, the reflectivity of σ = 0 order is almost 1, as
indicated in Fig. 3(a). This means that the incident vortex source
is completely reflected at σ = 0 order on the internal surface of
CMs, i.e., lr = lin � 0 × q = lin. As the designed structure is com-
pletely enclosed, the reflected vortex will impinge on the internal
surface for the second time as a new incident vortex source. As
expected, the reflected vortex will still be perfectly reflected back,
and continue to experience complete reflection inside the CMs.
Finally, the vortex waves are completely confined within the
CMs, which perfectly explains the observation of vortex fields

Fig. 2. Numerical demonstration for the multifunctional manipulation of vor-
tex waves in CMs (m= 4) with γ= 2. The effect of vortex localization: (a) lin= 0,
lr = 0 and (b) lin = 5, lr = 5. The function of OAM selective conversion: (c) lin =
−10, lt = 10 and (d) lin = 10, lt = −10.

Fig. 3. Interpretation for two different vortex wave manipulations. The rela-
tionship between the relevant diffraction orders of (a) reflectivity, (b) trans-
missivity and the incident OAM lin in CMs (m = 4) with γ = 2.
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being only inside the structure in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b). In addition,
when the OAM of an incident vortex equals −10, the transmis-
sivity of σ = 1 order greatly exceeds that of the other diffraction
orders, as indicated by the black pentagon in Fig. 3(b). Based on
the proposed OAM conservation law [Eq. (1)], the OAM of the
transmitted vortex is lt = lin � 1 × q = 10, which corresponds to
the result in Fig. 2(c). When lin = 10, the transmissivity is domi-
nated by the σ = −1 order [blue pentagon in Fig. 3(b)], and the
transmitted OAM lt = lin − 1 × q = −10, which also directly
explains the numerical results in Fig. 2(d). The above analytical
results illustrate that the transmission and reflection reversals of
higher diffraction orders lead to the two different diffraction
behaviors, and this effect is clear and robust.
Further explorations have proved that the CMs have a power-

ful ability to manipulate vortex waves for other parameters of q
and γ. We comprehensively calculated CMs with q = 15, 20, and
25, and γ values from 1.5 to 3 to determine the critical values of
OAM lcrt for vortex localization. The results in Fig. 4(a) show
that with an increase in the q and γ, the maximum OAM value
of vortex localization also nonlinearly increases, and the OAM
obtained from Eq. (3) has an error that is negligible compared to
the analytical results. Additionally, the simulation results in
Fig. 4(a) are almost identical to the analytical results, which fur-
ther confirms the validity of Eq. (3). For the function of OAM
selective conversion, CMs overcomes the difficulty of selecting
vortex wave with a specific OAM from a mixed vortex field
(see Fig. S3 in Supplementary Material). Therefore, it is impor-
tant to accurately determine the OAM of vortex selective con-
version. Figure 4(b) clearly shows the variation rule of the
selected OAM value with γ = 2 and the q changing from 15
to 25, which satisfies jlslej ≈ q=2. It can be seen that the analytical
results are slightly larger than the numerical results, which is
caused by two factors. One is that the designed structure has
a certain thickness, and the other is that the vortex source is
located inside the CMs. In fact, when the vortex wave transmits
from outside to inside of the CMs, the numerical simulation
results are slightly larger than the analytical results, which is
completely opposite to the results shown in Fig. 4(b). And when
the thickness d is set to bemuch smaller than the wavelength, the
numerical results are basically consistent with the analytical
results. Therefore, we quantitatively confirm the critical OAM

of vortex localization and the specific OAMvalue of vortex selec-
tive conversion.
Finally, we would like to emphasize that two manipulation

effects of vortex wave are highly robust, and present some rel-
evant discussions. Specifically, when the even number of unit
cells varies from 2 to 22, the designed CMs can achieve the same
manipulation phenomenon of vortex waves, i.e., the same jlcrtj
and jlsltj (see Figs. S4 and S5 in Supplementary Material).
Notably, due to the reversal of the parity-dependent transmis-
sion and reflection, the important function of vortex manipula-
tion described above is only available for m of even numbers,
and not for the case of odd m (see Fig. S5 in Supplementary
Material; the details with m = 3 are shown as well). In addition,
the CMs also show wideband response properties and can
accommodate the off-center of vortex sources. The results indi-
cate that when the wavelength variation range is less than 0.25λ
and the off-center distance of vortex source is less than 0.2λ, the
CMs can still effectively localize and selectively convert vortex
waves (see Figs. S7 and S8 in Supplementary Material).

3. Conclusion

In summary, we propose a new theory that can realize the multi-
functional manipulation of arbitrary vortex waves in CMs (m is
even). The theoretical and numerical results indicate that the
periodic phase structure provides an additional topological
charge and makes the reflected and transmitted OAMs satisfy
a new OAM conservation law. Furthermore, we quantitatively
determine the OAM range of vortex localization, as well as
the specific OAM values of vortex wave selective conversion.
The analytical results clearly demonstrate that CMs can achieve
perfect manipulation of vortex waves by reversing the reflectivity
and transmissivity through different diffraction orders. Finally,
we explore the performance stability and multifunctional appli-
cations of the designed structure. Overall, this research provides
important references for designing OAM-based devices and has
broad application prospects in the field of vortex manipulation.
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